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ABOUT BALANCE WITHIN 

A clinic with full 60-minute one-on-one sessions - so you can get better
quicker, don't have to compete with other patients for your PT's attention
and you don't have to come back as often, saving you precious time and $
(most of our patients come once/week)
Treatments combining the amazingly effective John F. Barnes' Myofascial
Release with Advanced Specialties in Spine, Orthopedics, Sports Medicine
and Women's Health - we find the missing pieces that others have
overlooked to get you better 
Where you and your PT work as a team towards goals important to YOU,
with whatever style of treatment & number of visits are best for you
(without the red tape of insurance dictating your care)

Doctors of Physical Therapy Jereme and Sarah Trunk made their dream come
true with opening Balance Within PT in 2015. They had become frustrated
with the traditional Physical Therapy world and chose to create the true
change they wanted to see...

We get to work towards things that are important to YOU; allowing you to
return to playing with your children/grandchildren, walking your dog, running
that 5k, going to yoga/Pilates/the gym or even just going out to lunch with a
friend. You don't have to keep putting your life on hold with nagging pains &
stiffness that slows you down and diminishes your quality of life. We are here
to help you make the best decision for your health and to get you back to
truly enjoying your life again.  

Are you age 50+ and are you or a loved one tired of the
pain and limitations of holding back from being active

and participating in life due to low back pain?  If so, then
this guide will be the beginning of an incredible journey
of healing and returning you to the active life you desire

and deserve!
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INTRODUCTION
Welcome and thank you for taking the time to download this powerful guide on
Eliminating Low Back Pain.  This could be one of the most important things you ever
do for yourself, as taking the first step of any journey is often the most challenging. 
This could very well change your life and we commend you on taking this important
action!

In this special guide on Ending Back Pain we share with you 9 very powerful
principles and strategies you can make work for you.   Some over time and others
almost instantly.

They are in no particular order, and all have only one thing in common: They all
work!

There is a saying that goes ‘small hinges swing big doors’.   As often the simplest
advice wins in the end.   But the truth is, without knowing your back pain or your
history intimately, we cannot tell you which of these will work best for you.    And
even if we did know the root cause of your back pain, there are no guarantees that
any one single strategy will work best.  Every body is unique with its own history and
current factors causing the pain. 

But after nearly 19 combined years of practicing as Doctors of Physical Therapy
we’ve been able to narrow down what really does and what doesn’t work when it
comes to ending back pain.   And the 9 tips you are about to read about are
included in that.

But imagine this… how great would it be if you try just one of these ‘tips’ every day…
within a few weeks you could have all of these incredibly powerful strategies for
easing Back Pain ‘in play’ and working for you…   Giving you back the active and
healthy lifestyle that you’ve lost, or are in danger of losing.

So here is our challenge to you… now that you have this knowledge in your hands,
take time every day to try out at least one of these 9 strategies.  It really won’t take
long and won’t cost you anything but a few minutes of your time.
We think you’ll be pleasantly surprised by how much better and healthier you will
feel for doing so.  

Enjoy your free guide and best wishes for your health and happiness!



TIP #1: AVOID SITTING FOR TOO LONG
Avoid sitting too long.   This is especially true for the ‘desk jockeys’ out there.  When
you sit, there is approximately 10x more pressure pushing down on the spine than
when you stand tall.   If you have a desk job (or even if sitting at home) you should
get up every 20 minutes (3x/hour).  This helps break the cycle of the tissue system
adapting to the prolonged positioning which then would create imbalances, pulling
or compressing pain sensitive structures of the spine.  Set an alarm on your phone
if you have to!

TIP #2: TRY SLEEPING WITH A PILLOW
BETWEEN YOUR KNEES
Sleeping on your side with a pillow between your knees will help maintain your
spine in a neutral position throughout the night taking extra stress off your back
while you sleep.

Note: In general, all positional changes are recommended during the day 2-3x
every hour, even if only for a minute or two.  By breaking this cycle you can decrease
further tissue and joint irritation not only in the spine but in most other joints such
as the hip or knee.  By doing this you can even decrease the risk of arthritis in these
joints!

Note:  Sleep is the most restorative state for your body, but if you are sleeping in a
poor position, that is an extra 8 extra hours of time placing your back and spine in a
position, pulling and compressing on pain sensitive structures such as the SI joint or
pulling your pelvis out of alignment.   If you are not sleeping well or possibly
experiencing any symptoms during the day such as sciatica you may notice that you
feel irritable, tired or have problems concentrating on important matters such as
work related projects or just enjoying time with your children, friends or spouse.



TIP #3: USE HEAT RATHER THAN ICE
(MOSTLY).
When you have chronic areas of pain and stiffness there is actually a decrease in
circulation to that region.  When you use heat, you open up the blood vessels going
to these restrictions, allowing an increase in nutrients to be brought into that tissue
and clear out some stagnant toxins.    Ever feel how the warmth of a shower or a
bath feels so soothing to those tissues?  That is your body giving you a message of
what it prefers.   Use heat anywhere from 10-30 minutes.   Ice is useful in acute
traumas for typically the first 72 hours for applications of 10-20 minutes as needed.

Note:   Although this can help bring temporary relief to tight tissue, the best long
term outcome is to get treated regularly by a qualified hands-on therapist using
such proven effective techniques as the John F. Barnes method of Myofascial
Release.   Additionally, learning a full encompassing set of tools for self treatment
truly is the biggest key to long term pain relief!

TIP #4: ALTERNATE ARMS WHEN CARRYING
YOUR PURSE, BRIEFCASE OR GROCERIES
Most people tend to carry objects on one dominant side which can lead to
unbalanced strain patterns in the tissue system of the body, placing increased
stress on your neck and shoulders (and other areas of your spine such as your low
back!).   Try switching sides each time you carry something. If you are carrying
multiple items, carry with as equal of weight as possible on each side.  A backpack
used with both straps is also a great way to decrease the strain on your body
allowing you to move with less pain and greater ease while carrying what you need.

Note: So many problems can happen in the body the further you are out of
balance.   This is true for repetitive activities such as lifting or carrying or even for
repetitive activities/positions such as sitting!



TIP #5: STRETCH! THE LONGER THE HOLD
THE BETTER!
How long you ask?  Based on recent scientific research, we recommend 3-5 minutes
minimum with closer to the 5 minute mark being ideal.   Why? Shorter duration
stretches tend to release ONLY the elastic barrier (called elastin) of the tissue/fascial
system.  Those super tight areas of your body ALSO have restricted collagen fibers.
Releasing the collagen with a LONGER HOLD time of 3-5 minutes is the key to get a
long lasting and often PERMANENT release of these tissues… research does show
these longer hold times to be more effective.   If you are already taking part in a
stretching routine or regimen, try to hold the stretches longer and feel what
happens!  If you are new to stretching, try gently getting into a position that allows a
tolerable/gentle pull somewhere in your body and just hold!

Note(a): This approach often works incredibly well for individuals who have chronic
pain and especially if they’ve had failed surgeries and/or therapies in the past.  The
fascial system is capable of 2,000 lbs of pressure per square inch!   Imagine, then,
what this is doing while pulling on and compressing pain sensitive structures! 

Note (b): This was the key that ‘unlocked’ Dr. Jereme’s body from his chronic pain
after nearly 20 years from a skiing accident and after trying many traditional forms
of modalities and therapies.  Doctors Jereme and Sarah have completed over a 180
hours EACH in specialty training in the John F. Barnes Myofascial Release method.



TIP #6: STRETCH YOUR PIRIFORMIS
The piriformis runs from your sacrum (triangular tailbone where your low back
meets your pelvis) to the top of your femur (hip bone).   Sitting too long (and
incorrectly!) as well as overuse with activities such as running can tighten this
muscle, placing increased strain on your low back and hip. This can also contribute
to a form of ‘sciatica’ known as ‘piriformis syndrome’ that can send pain into your
butt and hamstring.

Action: To stretch this you can lay on your back with both knees bent.   Grabbing
the knee of the side you want to stretch, then pulling your knee towards the
opposite shoulder (no they don’t have to touch!) and holding where you feel a
tolerable pull in the hip region.   Hold for 3-5 minutes minimum, then repeat on
other side. (pictured below)



Action: Here is a stretch you can do while sitting at your desk.   Sit near the edge of
a chair and place one leg straight out in front of you, then lean forward keeping your
back straight  until you feel a tolerable pull into the back of the leg.   Hold for 3-5
minutes minimum and repeat on the other side. (pictured below)

The hamstrings insert on your butt bones and attach behind your knees.   When
these get tight, they can often pull into the lumbar region.

TIP #7: STRETCH YOUR HAMSTRINGS.



This is a SUPER IMPORTANT area that can be missed for back pain.  Your hip flexor
attaches on your lumbar spine and wraps around to the front of our hip (think of
the movement of marching your leg upward, this is the action of that muscle
group).  This muscle can be especially tightened when in a seated position for long
periods.  And due to its attachments on the lumbar spine, it can be a hidden factor
for the low back because to stretch it you have to stretch the front side of your hips.

TIP #8: STRETCH YOUR HIP FLEXORS

Action: To stretch this, you can kneel on one knee while placing the other leg out in
front of you.  It is helpful to do this with a chair or couch to help stabilize with your
arm.  Keeping your back straight, bring your torso forward, until you feel a pull into
the front of your hips/thighs and hold for 3-5 minutes. (Note, you will likely not feel
this in the low back as much as you feel it in the thighs).   If kneeling is too difficult
you can do this standing at a counter space or with a chair with your legs in a
staggered stance.  The leg that is in back should be the one in which the stretch is
felt. 

(Both versions pictured below)



TIP #9: SEE A PHYSICAL THERAPY SPINE
SPECIALIST.

There is no faster way to end and prevent back pain than seeing a qualified Physical
Therapy Spine Specialist like we offer at Balance Within PT! A great Physical
Therapist will perform hands on treatments that can reduce muscle spasms and
restrictions, restore movement to stiff and painful joints and help coach you to
properly strengthen your muscles so that you can return to the activities you love
without back pain.  This is an important step because there are a variety of causes
of back pain and it is important that you get a proper, thorough evaluation to
determine the appropriate course of treatment for you.

Many patients have had a significant reduction in pain on their very first visit! If you
combine all the tips in this special report along with seeing a qualified hands-on
manual Physical Therapist, especially incorporating the John F. Barnes method of
Myofascial Release, you should see a significant reduction in the pain and stiffness
you are currently suffering from.

Note:   Many Physical Therapy clinics require their therapists to see multiple
patients per hour (2-4).   For best results, find a clinic that will perform hands-on
treatment with a model incorporating 1-on-1 with the Therapist for that full hour.



BONUS SECTION!!
Do Yoga:   Not only is this a great form of movement therapy (which is a great
adjunct to Physical Therapy and especially Myofascial Release!) it can help improve
the emotional mind/body connection.    Having a healthy connection between the
mind and body can help decrease problems with depression, anxiety and stress
management.   Not sure if managing stress can help your pain? In a moment of
stress, stop for a moment and feel your neck and shoulders and/or low back.  I can
almost guarantee that you will feel how much tighter your tissues feel! 

Note:   Yoga is a great tool in itself, however, if you are not listening to your body
and forcing yourself into positions your body is not ready for you CAN do damage to
your body.  Often times, people can gain MORE from their yoga practice by learning
some PT exercises they can do on their own to address their imbalances more
directly, allowing them to reach their goals FASTER. 

Participate in Pilates:  Pilates is a powerful form of movement therapy that places
great emphasis on controlled movement.   There is an emphasis on breathing,
alignment, developing a strong core and increasing coordination. Exercises can be
done on the mat or on different apparatuses with the use of springs and gravity,
allowing an individual to successfully complete movements that may otherwise be
restricted (due to injuries or conditions) more safely. 

Note:      Like some of the other items listed here, there is a common theme that
Physical Therapy and especially Myofascial Release fit very well with movement
therapies (among other modalities).   It’s incredibly powerful when we release
tight/restricted areas in the body AND also perform stabilizing movements; this
creates a recipe for the truly long-term results we desire… a PAIN-FREE life! 

If you have any questions about back pain or if you’re wondering if we could be a fit
to work together to help you meet your goals, Contact Us!
Email:  DoctorTrunk@BalanceWithinPT.com
Call:  Dr. Jereme Trunk 773-807-2469  or 
Dr. Sarah Trunk 262-442-5054



CONCLUSION
So there you have it; 11 total tips that you can apply TODAY to help ease your back
pain and get back to the activities you love to do.  There is so much more we could
tell you about back pain but follow these principles to get yourself on your way to a
life without back pain.   Back pain can be nagging and even debilitating if left
untreated.   Don’t let back pain control your life, do something about it today!

Over the next few weeks, we will be sending you even more tips and advice on how
to keep back pain from controlling your life and how to live an overall healthier
lifestyle.  Stay tuned for more tips and information about how physical therapy and
myofascial release can help make a huge difference in your quality of life. 

We here at Balance Within Physical Therapy and Myofascial Release look forward to
helping you any way we can.  We truly enjoy helping others take back their control of
their life and being a trusted source of information to empower you with holistic
health advice now and in the future. 

Do you have questions about how Physical Therapy and the John F. Barnes method
of Myofascial release can help eliminate your back pain?   Would you like more
information to help you decide if we’re a good fit to work together?

Email us at DoctorTrunk@BalanceWithinPT.com
Or call Dr. Jereme Trunk 773-807-2469 or Dr. Sarah Trunk 262-442-5054

Looking for More GREAT INFO From Jereme & Sarah?

*Check out more FREE Helpful Guides and 
Find more Health Tips on our blog at www.BalanceWithinPT.com

**Plus, don’t miss your chance to “Test-Drive” Physiotherapy with a
Free Call Back from Jereme or Sarah – HOORAY MORE FREE GIFTS!
www.BalanceWithinPT.com

Or Call Us: 773.807.2469 (Jereme) or 262.442.5054 (Sarah)



We make every effort to ensure that we accurately represent the injury advice
and prognosis displayed throughout this Guide.

However, examples of injuries and their prognosis are based on typical
representations of those injuries that we commonly see in our physical
therapy clinic.   The information given is not intended as a representation of
every individual’s potential injury.  As with any injury, each person’s symptoms
can vary widely and each person’s recovery from injury can also vary
depending upon previous medical history, background, genetics, application
of exercise, posture and motivation to follow the Physical Therapist’s advice
and various other physical factors.  It is impossible to give a 100% completely
accurate diagnosis and prognosis without a thorough physical examination
and likewise the advice given for management of an injury cannot be deemed
fully accurate in the absence of this examination from a one of our Doctors of
Physical Therapy at Balance Within Physical Therapy and Myofascial Release.  
We are able to offer you this service at a standard charge.   Significant injury
risk is possible if you do not follow due diligence and seek suitable
professional advice about your injury.   No guarantees of specific results are
expressly made or implied in this report.

Health Advice Disclaimer:


